A Co-Production of FRONTLINE and PBS NewsHour

THE MUELLER REPORT
TONIGHT, MARCH 25, 2019 at 7 p.m.

Kansas City, Mo., March 25, 2019: In response to Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation into Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election, PBS will offer special coverage through a groundbreaking collaboration between FRONTLINE and PBS NEWSHOUR tonight, March 25, 2019.

These two award-winning programs have partnered to produce THE MUELLER REPORT and will feature an introduction from Judy Woodruff, a documentary from FRONTLINE that chronicles the dramatic events that have led the White House and the nation to this historic moment, and a PBS NEWSHOUR panel discussion that will analyze the content and meaning of the report.

This will preempt ANTIQUES ROADSHOW and shift WOMEN, WAR & PEACE to a new start time at 8:30 p.m.

PBS NEWSHOUR will also stream THE MUELLER REPORT in its entirety on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and its own website. FRONTLINE will embed this stream on their website as well.

###

KCPT believes in the power of media on every platform and seeks to use that power to enrich, engage and entertain our viewers both on-air and online. We strive to advance conversations through community engagement and social media; explore complicated issues facing our region with ongoing reporting, investigative reports and informed discussions; and share the stories of people, places, and progress in our community.